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Senatorial Aspirants
May Apply to Run
In Coming Election

Oh,Fora "Little Woman'

Sandwiches, Beans, Soup, Score in Kitchen
As SIU Males Bravely Invade the Galley
A kitchen is to a woman
as a L- ar is to a man. Unless
a goemleman has the "little
lady" arounc! the house to do
his cooking, preparing meals
can sometimes ~ a most
arduous and interesting task.
Such is part of the daily
ritual for SIU male students
living off-campus.
Barry Blonde, a junior from
Chicago, said that he fixes a
lor vf canned goods, but also
prefers pork chops, meat loaf
and chicken for a change.
"Trying to follow the
recipes is my major problem," says Blonde. "Without
a measuring cup and trying to
guess the correct heat makes

Campus Senate
Seek ing Closer
Office Liason
The Campus Senate resolved Wednesday to seek to
bring about more effective
communication between the
President's Office and student
government.
The bill pending before the
senate to censure President
Dclyte W. Morris for his action in delaying the registration of three students was not
acted upon.
In a speech to the Senate,
Al Blumenthal, west side dorm
senator. charged that student
government "petty politiCS
has run the gamut." In refer('nce to the coming electicns
Blumenthal said, "Politics
has restricted student government to competing egos."
The Senate accepted a
change in the University City
by-laws encouraging residents of University City to run
for office in student government.
A bill to allocate $175 for
travel funds to Alpha Delta
Sigma, SIU Folk Arts Society
and the SIU Veterans Club
was passed.

cooking a problem," he said.
George :->chippirs, a sophomore from Chicago, said that
he eats almost every meal
in his apartment and goes out
to eat only on rare occasic-ns.
"Our usual meals are
beans, soup, hot dogs, 0:-other
sandwiches," said
Schippirs. "My major problem
in preparing meals is the
lack of time."
Jerry Martin, a junior from
NokomiS, said that spaghetti
or hamburgers comprise his
usual lunches.
.. After living in a dorm
where no IT.eals were served,
I enjoy eating in my apartment rather than going out to
eat," said Martin. "I have
no major problem in preparing food because I like to
cook, Martin said, but , do
wish I had a dishwasher-one
about 36- 24-36."
Melvin R. Fowler, a senior
from Eldorado, eats exceptionally well. Sunday dinners usually consist of barbecue, chicken or roast pork.
"We eat well because my
roommate and , spend about

Sl2 apiece each week for
food," said Fowler. "Our
main prublt:m i;; g'~tting the
dishes done."
Dave Hopper, a junior from
Springfield, most frequently
eats pre-cooked and prepared
foods. Inadequate facilities is
his major problem.
The SIU junior said there
is but one stove and one refrigerator to serve nine students.
", don't mind preparing my
own me als, but waiting so often
to use the kitchen facilities
can be aggravating." said
Hopper.
One of the few people to
solve his cooking problems
completely is James Kitzmiller, a junior from Rockford, who explained, "My
roommate cooks for me."
Kitzmiller said that his
meals usually consist of sandwiches, but he is served dinner once a weeic.
Kitzmiller's major problem is getting his meals prepared~ "Finding my whip,"
he said.

SIU Poet-in-Residence Wins
Top Irish Award for Verse
Thomas Kinsella, poet-inresidence at SIU, has won
Ireland's highest aW3rd for
pol'try.
The Arts Council of Ireland form:'llly announced Kinsella as winner of tbe Denis
Devlin i\-lemorial Award for
Poetry. described by Department of English cl-tairman
Robert Faner as the equivalent of America's Pulitzer
Prize.
Kinsella won the honor for
his volume, "Wormwood,"
which was adjudged the best
book of poetry in English by
by an Irish citizen published
during the period 1964 to 1966.
The award is made every [hr~e
years.

He was awakened by a 5
a.m. telephone call at his CarlJondale home to get news
of the award from Ireland.
Formal confirmation came in
a letter from Arts Council
secrerarv ;"lervvn Wall, which
arrived' after 'Unsella had
left for a lectUre and reading
rour at orh"r C .5, college
campuses.
The award carried a cash
prize of 300 pounds, or about
$1,000.
Kinsella had achieved notice
as one of Ireland's ranking
young poets wh<:n he accepted
the resident artist position at
SIU in 1965. He is a member
of the Irish Acad:-my of Letters

Preparations for campus
lelections are nearly complete,
according to Jeff Yates, c.;ampus Senate election commissioner.
Out of a total of 31 seats
on the Senate, five will be
filled May 18 fer half-year
terms and 10 for full-year
terms plus any vacancies.
Each senator represents onethirtieth of the student body.
Yates said students who
wish to run for student government office can obtain petitions for candidacy at the information desk in the Universiry Center. With completion
of the form and the required
Signatures, the candidates
submit their applications to
the student government office.
The students' Dames Will then
be placed on the ballot.
C<uaFficarions for candidates require that they be
in good standing and have a
3.2 grade point average. Candidates for student body president and vice president must
have junior or senior status.

In the election held la,;(
year, 8 to II per cent of
the student body turned out to
vcte Yates said. He added that
an effort is being made this
year to improve the turnout.
He said that anyone wanting
to help in the student elections may do So by !paving
his na'--::, residence, pr.one,
class, major and time available for work at the student
government office or call 32002.
Action Party will hold its
convention at 7 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday in Ballroom A
of the University Center.
Nominations wilt be made for
preSident, vice president and
campus senators.
The Dynamic Party nomi-naring convention is scheduled
for 7:30 D.m. Sunday in the
IlIinois and Sangamon rooms
of the University Center.
Bill Stacey of the speech
department will deliver the
keynote address. Stacey is the
brother-in-law of Governor
Warren Hearnes of Missouri.

Of SIU

MacVicar Reports
On Overseas Role
The role SIU is playing in
helping to develop educational
systems in foreign cO!lntries
was outlined Thurs<hy by
Robert W. MacVicar, vicepresident for academic affairs.
He recently returned after
a month's round-the-world
mission to insnect SIU educational teams' at work in
Afghanistan, Nepal and Vietnam. He also described a trip
to Lebanon.
MacVicar spoke at a press
conference in the Communications Building. He praised the
progress which had been made
in education in the countries
he visited.
The university in Nepal,
called the National Technical
Educa,.on Center, is just beginning, he said. It is a twoyear program based on high
school graduation. The university and a demonstration
hIgh school across the street
are both under the guidance
of one administrator.
"Nepal is an absolutely fascinating country," MacVicar
said. "The people in Nepal are
the most unspoiled human beings ii, the world."
In Quinon, South Vietnam, a
university has h.:!en in operarion for Six vear~, he said.
The system be'ing emphasized
is elementarv education.
Accordin!; "£0 :\lacVicar, [his

university is "extraordinarily
successful in getting the
natives to make t.leir own
decisions."
An example of the progress
was the ideaof the Vietnamese
to have elementary and secondary schools start and close
at different times, he said.
This will allow a university
student to spend a two-month
period working for his hometown school.
(Continued on Page 7)

Gus Bode

Gus :;3V!" the meal:: "ervea 3t
his do;m are fit for a king.
KinS!: is the resident manall;er',
dog~
•
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Weekends Present Problem

Faculty, Staff Checks Face Delay
tributed the next working day.
During the remainder of
1967. the first of the month
falls on a Saturday in July,
and on a Sunday in October.
During 1968. the first of the
month falls on a legal holiday in January, a Saturday
in June, and on a Sunday in
September and December.
During these months paychecks will be delayed.
Staff and faculty members.
tf' minimize inconvenience or
hardship in July. 1967 and
June, 1968, should select the
most appropril'l.te method of
payroll distribution.
The staff or faculty member
may have the paycheck mailed
for deposit in his bank, mailed
to his home address, picked
The University Wind En- up at the Personnel Office
semble will present a concert or have it delivered to the
at 7 p.m. Sunday in Shryock
Auditorium. Mel Siener. di- Fraternity To Meet
rector of bands will conduct.
The concert will open with
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary
"Sea Songs" by Ralph Vaughan agriculture fraternity, will
Williams. followed by Gordon meet at 10 a.m. wday in the
Jacob's "An Original SuiLe."· Library Auditorit.:m.
A.W.A. Mozart selection arThe meeting is to elect
ranged by Lawrence Inteavaia
will be followed by "Concerto officers and select candidates
for
membership in the frafor Horn No. 3 in Eb, "featern:.ty.
turing George Nadal.
The concert is open to the
public free of charge. Music
credit will be given.
Staff and faculty members
can expect a delay in paycheck distribution during part
of this year and 1968.
This was disclosed in a
bulletin from the Office of
Business Affairs, Fiscal Division. The bulletin outlined
the
following
information
about the payroll procedures:
Normally. paychecks are
distributed on the first calendar day of the month. The
exception is on Saturday.Sunday and legal holidays. when
no aepartments would be open
to receive checks. In that
case, paychecks will be dis-

University office designated.
The transmittal of deposit
to the staff member's bank
is the most popular and effective method. Most staff
members'
paychecks are
mailed monthly to banks
throughout the United States
Without incident.
For July I, 1967, these will
be either mailed at the close
of business on June 30. to
remme banks, or to local
banks when they open on Sat.
July 1.
The same routine
will be followed in June, 1968.

Wind Ensemble
Plans Concert

To Speak on Diets

.\.rtide Published
.'\n
article
~y
Van. A.
flublotz, assist:Jnt professor
of financl', ha" b~'en published
by the Administrative ~lan·
agement Society.
·In his orrick, "Monc·y-If
and Wht'n
You Need Ir,"
Bublotz write,; of how ro deal
With the "tight mont·y" situation.

Henrietta Beeker
Henrietta Becker, faculty
member in ~he food and nutrition department, will be
a speaker Friday at the 35th
annual lllinois Dietetic Associ:uion meeting in Springfield.
Miss Becker will discuss
"Dietetics Today and Tomorrow" from the viewpoint
of the college educator.
Former long-time head of the
dietetic department at Barnes
Hospital, St. LoUis, Miss
Becker joined the School of
Home Economics staff in 1961.

"••' marle our." •.
FRIDAY APRIL 21
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
3-SHOWS 6:00-8:00-10:00

LATE SHOW

"BIZARRE AND BARBARIC ••• MACABRE AND GRUESOME •••
IRONIC, BLOOD-STAINED AND SADISTIC ••• UNCOMVEMTIONAl...PROVOCATIVE ••• CONTROVERSIAL...F!LMED TO PRODUCE MAXIMUM SHOCK!"-Fronk Quinn, Daiiy Mirror
.. HORRIFYING,
WEIRD,
HIDEOUS,
BIZARRE,
VORACIOUS

WHO CAN
STOP

Daily Egyptian
Puhh:-;h"d in tht: lkpdnmt.·fll or JIJurnJ.lism
[uf:sd;1Y thrutJ~h S.l, u r U oJ Y
throughout th...· ~chl)lJl yt'.H ....·XI.:I:pt t1urln~
UniverSity V,H,:atlOn pcrlod~. L"x.Jrntn.:.ttll,n
wCl.,"ks ... and h.:~al 1'10IHJ;JY:; by Stluth<..'rn
llllnuis Univcr~lIjr ... Carbondale. Ultnols
6~4Ul.

St!conli dass posta~t.· paid at
C.nbondale. llhnolfi h.!9Ul.
policies of the i:.gyptidn .lin.: (he rcsp.-;nsILiHty of the t,"dHors. Statements
published hen: U(I not nec ..... s~a_rUy ~e
fleet the opinion uf the admlnlsHaBon
or any department of the University.
Edi[llnal and bUSlnc~s flfficl.:s Incarl.'d
in Buildang T-41:i. Flscaloffkcc,Howard
R. Long. Tclephunc 4~J-;-J:;".
Ediwcial Conference: Oiannt'" n.
Anderson, Tim \'I. Ayers. John KeVin

Cole, Robert A. Elsen. Robert Forbes,
George KnemeYl;;'r, William A. Kindr,
Michael L. Naut!r. Margare( 1-.. Perez,
L. Wadt!' Roop. Rnnald l:.. Scrcg. and
Thomas B. Wood Jr.

DAVID
NIVEN

AND
FRANK!"

ALBERTO
SORDI

- Bosley Crowth'!'"
N~ Yo,Jr T,mel

.• DINa De lAURENTIIS'

~T!!.E 8iST O~.

B!EMiiS
Michael Wildint Harry Andrews
Amedeo Mazzari· DaVid Opatoshu

APRIL 22
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
2-SHOWS 6:30 8:30 p.m.

THE YEAR'S MOST GLITTERING CAST!

Coffee
House
816 S.
Illinois
Open: 9 p.m.-I a.m.
Fri. & Sat.

Featuring:

SCULPTURE
EXHIBIT

by
Chuck
Krause

TONITE -SAT NITES
10: 15 p.m.
Show Starts 11:00 p.m.
ALL SEATS S1.00
Boxoffice opens

T
H
E

VARSITY
Carbondale Illinois

W

E
L " ALBENIZ"

SOUTHERN'S FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

L

SPANISH D1ALOGLE
Ei\GL/SH SlBTITLES
-STARRING-

PEDRO LAGAR

rJIld

SABINA OLMAS

A biography of the famolls Spanish c-omposer and
conductor portraying his dramatic and tragic Ii fe ..... .

SUNDAY APRIL 23
MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM
2-SHOWS 6:30 8:30 p.m.
ADM. STAFF 60e -STUDENTS 40e
IRED-UNIVERSITY 1.0. CARDS RE

M£HAEL CRAWFORG
MICHAEL HORDERN
COlOR by DeLual

UNITED ARTISTS

_Ap~r_il_2'~.~19~6~7

________________________________~D~AI~L~Y~E~GY~P~T~IA~H______________________________________ Page3

Tennessee Williams Movie Featured on TV
NET Playhouse will feature 5:00
"Ten Blocks on the Camino
Friendly Giant.
Real" by Tennesse Williams
at 10 p.m. on WSIU-TV. 5:30 p.m.
Channel 8.
SCience Reporter:"Profile
Other programs include:
of a Highway:'
4:30 p.m.
What's New: A view of the 8 p.m.
midget submarine" Alvin:'
Passport 8 Bold Journey:

"Twelve
Moorea."

Months

9 p.m.
Crisis of the ~todern Man:
"Values for Survival."
9:30 p.m.

Biography: Mahatma Gandi.

<alio;'M@ LATE SHOW L I~
TONIGHT & SAT.

.

10.45
• p.m.

PH. 451·5685

.-1) '","' ,.

.\lootenanny

No longer a child ... Not yet a woman ...WHAT IS SHE?

SlIm,.

JAMES MASON
SHEllEY WINTERS
PETER SElLERS.. ~

_-!SUE LYON ..

"laiIo-

L"PeUey. Christian Scl.eru:e Momtor

TOUGH OL' BIRD

Discussion ofFiIm 'Blow Up'
To Highlight Radio Shows

Hootenanny!

"London Echo" wilUnclude 6:30 p.m.
a review of the film "Blow
News Report.
Up" at 2 p.m. today on WSIU
Radio.
8 p.m.
Other programs include:
Folk World.
8 a.m.

Hootenanny at 10:45 p.m.
. .. followed by "Lolita."
Show over 1:40 a.m.

8:55 p.m.

Morning Show.

Music Understanding.

I p.m.

All Seats S1.25

II p.m.

On Stage!

Moonlight Serenade.

3:10 p.m.

12:25 a.m.

Ml1sic in the Air.

News.

Jumbo Fish

Poor Boy Sandwich
with cole

slaw and

75 ¢

daily

Steikhou8e
e

NOW
L~::":'::~I~'~I)::':':.:I
.~~-I
thruTUES!
~
LAST 5 DAYS!

PH. 451-5685

TODAY
MON. & lUES.
Complete Sholf1
at 6:45 &: 8:45

WItCH 'OUR GIRlI GU. . 'OUB GOLDI HOLD 'OUB JEWBJI

...f'IBm11UNlBI

(In Steak House till 5)

(in LitHe Brown Jug or

Pine Room anytime)

MARLOW'S
PHONE 684-6921
THEATRE MURPHYSBORO

in

TONITE AND SATURDAY
TONITE SHOW STARTS 7:15
CONTINUOUS SAT FROM
REG. ADM. 90¢ AND 35¢

You ccn9t' tIte""""ycat':•. N_dtGs..... fox!

PDEIl SEllEIl8n
~FTEil TJ/,.FIjX"
?~~l'~

CO-S!Offii-gVIC7b1l MAIiI¥
SAT. & SUN. "FOX" At 2:30-4:45-6:50 & 8:40
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Illinois Legislators Should
Beware of Self -Seeking Laws
Politics and education mix
about as well as sodium and
sunlight.
California r e ce nt 1 y received a jolt in this area,
and it appears as though Illinois is racing in the same direction. Governor Kerner this
month signed into law a bill
restricting state operated university bookstores and now
Gale Williams~R.Carbondale)

Phone Probe
'HE'LL PROBABLY RETURN AND CENSURE US'

House of Representatives
Must Now Deal With Powell
As expected, Adam Clayton
Powell has won re-election
overwhelmingly to his seat in
the House of Representatives.
The small turnout of voters,
however, suggests that the
ordinary citizens of Harlem
are a good deal less indignant
about Mr. Powell's punishment by the House than many
leaders of Negro organizations had urged them to be.
The time when the voters

Uniform Time
Law May End

Mass Confusion
On April 30, virtually the
whole of the United States
will, for the first time, uniformly switch cloc!<s one hour
ahead. And on October 28
they will set them b,!ck an
hour. For that's the law, passed last year oy Congress
in order to end the confusion
stemming frolT' local option.
Those states which chose
to stay out of the uniform
time arrangement were required to take positive action
to dr ·so. In the continental
United States only Michigan
and South Dakota so decided.
And the Michigan and South
Dakota decisions will probably
be challenged in voter referenda.
The Kentucky LegiSlature,
not meeting rhis year, will be
given until 1968 to make up
its
mind. Indiana solons
passed a measure which will
enable that state to go along
with the uniform law officially but to buck it in practice.
It is questionable whether this
dual arrangement will prove
tenable.
The new law requirE'S the
states to conform to the time
zones in which they happen
to be located. The zone boundary splits Indiana, and some
other states, in two. The new
Transportation Department,
charged with enforcement of
the law, could alleviate the
problem by shifting some
boundary lines in accord with
state requests.
Despite resulting hardships
in certain localities and for
those engaged in certain occupations, the uniformity of
time over large areas of the
country makes good sense.
In this day of mass communication and transportation. it has become a practical
necessity. -Christian
Science Monitor.

repudiate Mr. Powell has unfortunately not yet arrived, but
he is slowly and surely wearing out his welcome among the
people whose loyalty he has
exploited for so long.
The House of Representatives now has the opportunity
and the responsibility to
rectify the error it made six
weeks ago in voting to expel
him. He has be:en duly elected
and is entitled to be seated.
The House can punish him for
his past abuses by putting into
effect the recommendations of
the special committee headed
by Representative Celler,
chairman of the Judiciary
Committee. It can properly
discipline a member by censuring him, fining him, and
depriving him of his seniority,
but it cannot deny the constituents of any district the right
to choose their own representative providing he is legally
qualified and has not achieved
his ekction through provable
fraud.
If Mr. Powell's transgression merit criminal penalties,
that is for the Justice Department and the C(lurts to decide.
The House of Representatives
can impof'e as much discipline
as is necessary for the orderly
conduct of its p'lrliamentary
business, but it should not confuse its functions with that of
the policeman, the judge, and
the jury. --New York Times

Briefly Editorial
An associate professor of
English at Indiana State university denied he was committing an unpatriotic act when
he burned an American flag
in his class "on a dare." It
was not unpatriotic, he said,
because he was not involved in
abstract questions about the
government of the United
States, but was merely burning
a piece of cloth and a stick.
The professor, Dr. Scott A.
Chisholm, 31, was relieved
of his duties pending a hearing
on charges of unprofessional
conduct. The head of the university's English department
called him "an impulsive and
fooUsh young man."
That's something of an understatement. Most of us learn
respect for the flag as a
cherished symbol of our country early in grade school without getting involved in abstract
questions. A college professor
who hasn't learned it is mixed
up, to say the least. No wonder
there are so many mixed-up
}'ouths on college campuses
today. -Chicago Tribune

Helped Clear
Abuse Charge
The federal Communication
Commission's investigation of
Ma Bell - the American Telephone &: Telegraph Co. and the
Bell Telephone System - was
launched a year and a half
ago to protect the public
interest. The indications today
are that it will. although after
many hearings and dozens of
expert witnesses. piles of reports and charts and graphs,
the indications also are that
the results of the investigation will be wholly different
from those initially anticipated.
At the outset the criticism
was that Ma Bell charged telephone users too much. Holding
a communications monopoly
across much of the country.
Ma Bell charged and anyone
wishing a telephone paid. Had
regulatory agencies been TOO
lenient in supervising telephone rates? Were raws excessively high?
Critics of the company ~ave
sought to limit returns on investment to about seven percent while spokesmen for lhe
company have urged approval
of an eight percent return.
The percentage point difference, of course. might appreciably affect telephone
rates; even a portion of a
percenta5l;e point might.
But Ma Bell's argument has
been an argument reinforced
by changes in the stock market
itself. It is this - that only
by offering investors a rate of
return roughly comparable
with that being offered by competitive stocks can Ma Bell
attract the risk capital e~·
sential to continued growth and
improved service.
When the FCC announced its
investigation and the threat of
reduced earnings first became
apparent, AT&: T stock began
to drop. Only Within recent
weeks. as Ma Bell marshalled
support for her position among
economists and finanCial experts, has AT&T stock begun a
dramatic upward climb. The
investment community now
feels that Ma Bell has won her
case.
We do. too.
There is a distinct public
interest in keeping telephone
rates at the lowest possible
levels and telephone users
must look to the FCC and
regulatory agenCies Within the
separate states to do thi!'. But
there is also a public interest
in improved telephone service
and in an expanded telephone
service. This is what the current FCC investigation has
shown.

has authored a bill concerninjl; housing construction.
Williams' bill (H.B. 1172)
would require state universities to petition the Illinois
General Assembly for approval to build new housing facilities. These would include
dormitories, married housing.
guest rooms hotels, etc.
Strangely enough. Williams
owns two dormitories and two
trailer courts that cate r to
students. The representative
from Carbondale was also one
of the principals involved in
the nap last fall between private housing interests and the
University.
The issue here. however.
is much larger than that of
insuring profit for private investment. The issue is that
of the general assembly. which
is oiled by partisan politiCS,
usurping more and more
power of the Illinois Higher
Board of Education and the
governing boards of the universities.
Each time legislation such
as this is allowed to become
law, the educational systems
enjoy less and less autonomy.
Where does it end? Is it
possible that some day curricula. textbook selection,
faculty appointments, internal
administration. et. al. will be
required to pass before the
state Senate and House for
approval?
A few hastily written pieces
of legislation can open the door
to controls and abuses that
would send the Illinois ed-

ucational system careening
down the same hill that [he
California system presently
is.
The shopworn term is "encroachment upon AcademiC
Freedom," but the fact is that
professional educators and
administrators can better determine the needs of a university than a politiCian whose
district is 300 miles away
and who has never seen the
particular campus.
There is also the very real
possibility that university requests may become a bargaining point for a legislator trying to secure a political plum
for his own district.
Education cannot be compromised for the sake of intrahouse consessions.
As Illinois is fighting for
the highly technical industry
that California and Florida
now enjoy. this no time to begin tampering with educational
system and hamstring it by
placing the administration in
the hands of the General Assembly.
This argument is further
strengthened by the fact the
Legislature meets for only
six months during each biennium.
We hope the General Assembly will take that "long
second look" at self-serVice
legislation that will be around
in future years to haunt the
entire higher education program.
Mike Nauer

New Football Coach
Faces Tough Project

Dick Towers has snme
pretty big football shoes to fill.
He is replacing a man many
thought would bring SIU into
football prominence.
Towers should be capable of
continuing the job E IIis R ainsberger started. He was an
assistant coach under Rainsberger and knows the players.
This will help with s:->ringfomball practice rolling around.
The question now is just
what will the resignation of
Rainsberger mean to the football program, and the whole
athletic program for that
matter?
R ainsberger must have had
good reason for leaving SIU,
But it was not money. A source
in the athletic department said
Rainsberger is receiving
52,800 less at the University
of Ulinois than he received at
SIU.
So there had to be some
other reason for his ieaving.
It might have been the prestige
of coaching at a Big Ten
school, but if he would have
brought Southern back to a
reasonable football power,
this would have meant just as
much.
Surely there must have been
some other enticement to
coach at C. of I.
;-":0 one knows for sure, except R ainsberger, just what
that reason was. But it might
have been our athletic program.
It is no secret that SIL'
does not have a proper athletic
program for a school its size.
Detroit Free Press The athletic program has been

a problem since the days of
former football coach Carmen
Piccone. The problem ma) :nci
soon, for bener or worse, with
the results of the arh] tic
survey.
The results of this survey
may-and should-have slme
bearing on the athletic program of Southern. Whet" r ,t
will or not remains to r

If the athletic progu
"cl
cause Rainsberger to .
then this is a shame. IT coulJ
mean the departure of other
coaches at SIL', notably Saluki
basketball coach Jack Hartman.
But the problem at hand now
is football. And a new coach.
All eyes are upon him to see if
he can continue the rebuilding
that Rainsberger started, to
see if SIC can become a
winning football school next
season.

George Knc'mcyer

lyons Inventive Spot
Lyons, France, has a history of inventiveness. Here
the first steamship made its
trial run. The city became
the world's silk capital after
t:,e mulberry tree was intraduced. Jacquard invented
his loom in Lyons. Ampere
worked on the laws of electrodynamics that led to
today's great hydroelectriC
works. The brothers Lumiel"e
experimented with the movie
camera.
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What Kind of World?

Distribution of Wealth Perhaps
Modern Age's Greatest Problem
By Robert M. Hutchins

Shoemaker. Chleaao-. Am.rlc ...

'HERE WE GO AGAIN?'

Viet Cong Will Hold
Large-Scale Warfare,
Fewer Skirmishes
By James Redfern
(Copley News Service)
SAIGON There will be no scaling down of
the large-scale conventional battles now being
fought in South Vietnam, no return to pure guerrilla tactics.
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong main force
battalions and regiments will continue to seek
decisive battles with American forces, hoping
for "another Dienbienphu" to end the war with
total Communist victory.
U.S. and otiler North Viemamese affairs experts
here say this is the clear forecast of the war,
deliberately and unmistakably stated by North
Vietnam's highest military authorities in a series
of articles in official army and Communist Party
publications.
They say the North Vietnamese are forcefully
asserting that there will be no turning back from
the classiC third stage of Mao Tse-tung's • revolutionary warfare" doctrine- which they followed
to victory over the French and which they have
been following in a long series of bloody defeats
by the Americans.
The articles are by Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap.
chief of staff of the North Viemamese army,
Gen. Hoang Minh Thao. commandant of the North
Vietnamese Military Academy. Gen. Nguyen Chi
Thanh, Giap's second in command, who is believed to be In South Vietnam directing Viet
Cong forces, and Gen. Tran Do. Thanh's chief
deputy.
Taken together, diplomatic sources here say,
the articles constitute a aeliberate reassertion
in the strongest possible terms of the fighting
principles by which the Communists have been
losing the military side of the war for the last
two years- losing tens of thousands killed
against fractional allied losses.
They say 1£ is an apparent victory of doctrine over experience among the North Vietnamese military hierarchy.
Short of Communist surrender, this is the
best possible news for U.S. and South Vietnamese
military commanders, many of whom regretfully
were predicting a Communist return to elusive
guerrilla tactics six weeks ago during a long
lull in the fighting.
•
That lull came after a series of massive engagements along the demilitarized zone (DMZ) in
Which U.S. Marines decimated North Viemamese
units. U.S. commanders regard such battles,
in which overwhelming American air and artillery
power can be brougtJt to bear, as the quickest
and surest way to ultimate victory.
American military sources in Saigon felt that
the receru: eruption of a whole new series of
such battles along the Cambodian border and
the DMZ, resulting in even more lopsided losses
for the Communists, were the result of desperation on the part of Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese units faced With destruction of their
oldest base areas.
North Vietnamese affairs experts hI'" _, however, are saying now that these au, ;ks are in
complete accord with the newly f .ated reaffirmation of the "party line" in the North
Vietnamese army.

The most recent papal Encyclical, Populorum
Progressio, On the Development of Peoples,
forcefully presents the greatest problem of the
modern age, the increasing disparity between the
rich nations and the poor.
The emphasis must be on "increasing." There
always have been and perhaps always will be
differences in wealth and inequities in its distribution. The present gap is unprecedented.
We used to talk about "backward areas." This
was thought to be uncomplimentary. "Underdeveloped" came into our vocabulary only m bE'
discarded for the same reason. Now we talk about
the "developing" countries. But they are not
developing.
In spite of all the aid they have received. the
poor countries ge[ poorer while the rich get
richer. The economies of some poor nations have
actually gone backward since independence. In all
the slow rate of progress has slowed down.
The Pope summarizes the reasons. The poor
countries produce raw materials and buy manufactured goods. The price of what they sell has
been falling; the price of what they buy has been
rising. The decline in the prices of the goods
they sell and the rise in the prices of the goods
they buy have exceeded all the aid they have
received.
This aid, moreover, has loaded them With debt.
Too much of it has been military. Too much has
been given with political strings attached. Too
much has beer. tied to purchases in the donor
country. These factors, combined with the population explOSion. have rendered any hope of
development illusory.
Meanwhile private investment has shunned the
poor countries. Americans have preferred to
buy up the industries of Canada, England, France
and West Germany. provoking fears of a newkind
of imperialism. Such domestic capit.al as there
is in the poor countries takes off for Swiss banks.
Paul VI points out that massive assistance is

required. on terms that will not bankrupt the
recipient!". In order to prevent neocolOnialism,
or the suspicion of it, the aid should come from
a world fund. to which all the rich countries
would contribute.
On their part the aided countries would be
expected to put down corruption and reform their
economic and social systems. For the Pope says,
"To speak of development is, in effect, to show
as much concern for social progress as for
economic growth. It is not sufficient to increase
over-all wealth for it to be distributed equitably.
It is not sufficient to promote technology to render
the world as a more human place to live."
As to the terms of trade, the Pope says. ' In
order that international trade be human and moral,
social justice requires that it restore to the
participants a certain equality of opportunity•••
here again international agreements would be
helpful. They would establish general norms for
regulating certain prices, for guaranteeing certain
types of production, for supporting certain new
industries."
Such a program might be efficacious except for
one element with which the Pope deals a little
too cautiously. the population explosion.
He says that when population increases more
rapidly than available resources "it is certain
that public authorities can intervene, Within the
limit of their competence, by favoring the availability of appropriate information and be adopting
suitable measures, provided that these be in
conformity with the moral law and that they
respect the rightful freedom of married couples."
Careful though this statement is, it seems to
mark, in its positive encouragement to governments, an advance over earlier official statements
and to portend more expliCit formulations.
If and when such formulations can be added to
Populorum Progres5io.
the Roman Catholic
Church will have done its full part [0 arouse tha
sense of urgency which all of us in the rich
countries ought to feel about the problem of
development.
Copyright 1967. Los Angeles Times
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State Budget Staff Called Too Small
By Sen. Paul Simon
Few people realize the strange process through
which a budget goes in Illinois state government. Hopefully after this legislative session
that process will improve.
The total state budget for the coming two
years will be something above $6 billion. This
means an increase in expenditures of well over
1.5 billion. the major part of the increase going
for sky rocketing education costs.
The University of Illinois Press published a
book by Prof. Thomas Anton, "The Politics
of Budget-Making in Illinois." It portrayed the
financial situation in Illinois up to the present
legislative session. Its best description was a
word the book used frequently: Chaos.
What happens now is the following:
A department submits details of its budget
for the next session to the Department of Finance.
The Department of Finance puts these requests
(withour.~ any dollar changes) into the prJper
form for submission tothe Budgetary CommiSSion,
a commission composed of 14 House and Senate
members. The Budgetary Commission then goes
over the requests and may make changes. Right
now the staff to aid the commission--to review
a $6 billion-plus bUdget--is one man, his assistant.
and three secretaries.
Then the Budgetary Commission recommendation goes to the Governor's office. Ordinarily the Budgetary Commission figure is then
approved, occasionally raised a little.
Because a $6 billion budget is so huge, the
staff which the Budgetary Commission now has
can offer only the most superficial kind of review, and the commission members make the
changes in requests with little precision.
George Stastny, a former Repiblican legislator, now heads the staff of yhe commission
and is doing an excel!ent job With the limited
means available to him. A request is going to
be made to increase that staff to give future
budgets the kind of review they really need.
If I sound critical of the commission I do
not mean it unkindly toward its membership.
in fact I am now one of its members. In some
respects it has done an excellent job with the
limited tools available. For example, the commission so far this session has reduced budgets
by almost $325 million--a substantial saving.
My guess is that With a little more staff and

.study, another $200 million could be cut from
requests Without doing any harm to the essential
processes of state government.
Ideally there should be both an executi'le
and a legislative review of the budget. Practically. the Budgetary Commission is a sort of
unwiedly combination of those two.
Some budgets have been cut more than -they
should have been. Others could stand considerably
more cutting.
But until both the executive department and the
legislative have adequate staffs to really study
budgets in depth. we will continue to make
million-dollar decisions in mir.utes, hoping we
are doing the right thing but not really certain.
It's hardly the right way for multi-billion
dollar budgeting in one of the nation's largest
states.

E.... Ib..:lt. St. Louie Poet-DlapatC't

'WHEN A SUMMIT IS A BASE CAMP'
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Legal Counsel Demands Advertisement Retraction
Strong exception to part of a
political advertisement that
appeared on Page 8 in the April
18 edition of the Daily Egyptian
has been taken by C. Richard
Gruny, University legal counsel.
His name, and an excerpt
from a news-story quotation
attributed to him, appeared in
the ad for the "Blue Ribbon
Slate." Gruny said he was in
no way connected with the
placement of the ad, which
bore the names of the committee for the slate.
Nor was the text brought
to his attention prior to the
publication, Gruny said.
Following is the text of
Gruny's statement on the advertisement:
"In your April 18 edition
appeared a half-page ad which,
upon close scrutiny, appears
to have been placed Jy
the Committee for Keene, Kirk
and Nelson. Unfortunately this
designation appeared only in
the box which occupied the
right-hand two-thirds of the
ad. A separate box in the
left-hand third of the page contained what looks like a letter
beginning with the salutation
'ReSidents:' and ending with
my signature and job title.
The letter contained an oversimplified synopsis of voting
residency requirements in the

first paragraph, and a second
paragraph in quotation marks
which was yanked out of context from some interview with
me months or years ago.
"Gentlemen, this is libel!
The false innuendo (in the precise legal sense of that term)
is that I wrote that letter
during and for the purposes
of this political campaign. I
didn't even write it. The false
innuendO is that I encourage
students generally to vote
locally. You WOUldn't think so
if you read the rest of the
interview from which this
statement was culled. The
false innuendO is, since my
name is not tied solely to the
quoted matter by spacing or
paragraphing and no name but
mine appears at the bottom of
this box, that I placed, paid
for, and signed this ad.
"Further, that I signed it
as a lawyer in breach of pro-

which
apparently false innuendo complained of
fessional ethics condemning mittee
advertising. There may also placed the ad a similar public above."
C. Richard Gruny
be a false innuendo that I am statement retracting all the
an avowed supporter of a poliRt. 148 south of Herrin
tical slate, and further that I
Cates open at 6:30 P.M.
support them in my public
Show starts at 7:00 P.M.
capacity lnd as University
policy. All the above I unequivocally deny. I have a surplus
of witnesses, if I can just
remember all the people who
ROME
greeted me this week with
'Hello, I saw your ad in the
SIZZLES
Egyptian:
WHILE
"I demand that you print
this denial and that you further
ZERO
publish a public statement in
BURNS!!!
the Daily Egyptian that I was in
no way connected with the
placement of that ad, and that
the text of it was never brought
to my attention by any member
of your staff prior to its
publication. Any
apology
should be to your reading public for sloppy journalism. I
further demand fromthecom-

t~t: kni fun' tnuok
It's

Sh~1I

Time!

Make a shell with our
new cotton, nylon, or
acyrlic yarns.
549-2044

Openings Remain
For Oxford Tour

Murdole Shopping Center

Shown first •..

~WhatDid

You Do in theWar,Daddy?~

The Oxford Summer Seminar still has 15 openings for
students who wish to travel
abroad for college credit.
The program includes four
weeks of study at Oxford UniverSity, Oxford, England.
Undergraduates can earn
from six to nine hours general studies credit and gradate students can earn from
four to eight hours of social
studies credit.
Interested students should
write to SIU-Oxford Summer
Program,ll0 Anthony Hall.

Breakfast

Plaza Shopping C~nter
on S. JllJnoi~

Chapel
Services
Sunday
Sermon
10:45 am
"True in the
Church"
Sunday Forum
7:00pm

f

"The Church as a
Political lobby"

"wtL~ON flAll
benefits always
give me a lift"

Apply Nowl

The University

Community is
cordially invited

The

REALLY -IN off-campus

Accepted living Center for men.
Th.. Luthf,m Stude'llt Center

70fJ South I niwrsity

Contact DON CLUCAS, resident manager,
457-2169

\

~:fmYJl£~J_
1101 S. Wall Street, Carbondale
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MacVicar Reports Following Overseas Trip
(Continued from Poge 1)

Two benefits can result
from this, he said. It will
provide much needed additional
personnel for two
months and give the srudent
a chance to pick up new ideas.
"Our progress in (Kabul)
.\fghanistan is (0 assist in
rheestablishment of the
technical school called the
Mghna Institute of Technology," said ~lacVicar.
rhe four-year program involves grades 10 through II.
IT is a mUltipurpose institute,
he said, with about half the
graduat2s continuing their
education and half joining the
working force.
In Beirut, Lebanon, the University of Beirut provides

December Tops
For Marriage

education for the r.atives of
the Middle East, he said, in
an "American type" school.
It is also at this universitv
where a department of English
is being set up.
Expansion, has been COllsidereJ and welcomed bv most
of the countries, "lacVicar
said. In South Vietnam and
Nepal expansion programs
have already been establis"~d.
"If we can weld together
a college of education . . .

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

New Locallon
Ne. Low Price.
!)

Student Union Prices
1-6 Daily
One Cent Per Minute
Per Player 6-12 Daily

(-r::O'KELLYS 515 So.
BILLARDS Illinois

Island in Space Race
Britain once considered the
34-square-mile i.3land of Ascension, in the South AtlantiC,
as a man-of-war with a naval
officer as governor. Today
several nations have communications facilities on the
isle. It plays a vital role
in the United States space
program as a missile tracking station on the Eastern
Test Range.

By Tom McAlevey
Traditionally. spring leads
to June weddings but the cold
facts are that the most popular month for filing marriage
license applications in Jackson County in 1966 was
December.
In this month. 40 applications were filed at the
office of the county clerk.
This was three more than
June,
traditionally
the
favorite month for weddings.
T he following
are the
momhly totals for 1966, when
327 applications were filed:

we will have accomplished
something very important,"
he said.
Why does the l'nited States
consider its education system
the best?
The al"swer is in the American society roday, said ~Iac
Vicar, and it evolved. " Practicality," he said, is the key
to American education.
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Advertisers
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renting with the
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One day-------------------------- 35 cents per line
Three days (consecutive! y)-- 65 cents per line
Five day s (consecutively}--- 85 cents per line

E
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17
18
26
33
30
37
24
30
35
23
14
40

The figures show that the
spring torals were the highest
fer any of the 4 seasons of
the year, followed closely by
the summer momhs. The fewest applications are filed 1'",fore and after Decl!mber.

Mix n' Switch "Sunwear"
CA~~t)l

JOaNSat!

Fhone
for en

appointment today

7 -5715

"SunweGr?," you osk. That's right! It's a new ward
for 0 great new idea, sportswear and swimwear that coordinate to combine fun, sun, and wear ... thus, SUNWEAR_ Now showing at [t~eyer's (""odeled by Donna
Fernbaker olld Laura Link)
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220 S. Illinois
Carbondale
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SEATO Backs

u.s. Refusal to Halt Bombing

WASHINGTON (AP) - The with Pakistan silent-declared
SE ATO Foreign Ministers Thursday that any reduction in
Council - minus France and allied fighting in Vietnam
would have to be matched by
a similar scaledown of enemy
forces.
In a communique marking
the end of the 12th council
meeting
of the Southeast Asia
SAIGON (AP) - Scores of
U.S. Navy jets plunged Hai- Treaty Organization. the
six
foreign
ministers thus
phong into the fury of the air
war Thursday. They blasted strongly endorsed the U.S.
an electric power plant within policy of requiring some recithe port ci£y and another cn procal action from Hanoi beits outskirts and left that part fore halting the bombing of
of North Vietnam darkened in North Vietnam.
Representatives of Austhe night.
The attacks, launched from tralia, New Zealand, the
Philippines,
Thailand, Britain
the carriers Kitty Hawk and
Ticonderc.ga. were described and the United States "reaffirmed
their
determination to
by the Navy pilots as tremendously successful. They esti- maintain, and where possible
[Q increase, their efforts in
mated, on the basis of reconnaifsance photographs, that support of Vietnam in actheir bombs destroyed or cordance with their respecconstitutional" prodamaged 80 per cent of the tive
cedures,
tht.:
communique
twO targets.
said.
The strike wi£hin Haiphong.
It ieft the door open for
on a power plant inside a
cement factory officially de- any decisions that might later
scribed as 1.1 miles northwest be made to step up the numof the port's commercial cen- ber of troops sem to assist
ter, was the first deliberately South Vietnam.
With only a small shifting
aimed within the limits of a
major North Vietnamese city. of gears, the SEA TO meetRear Adm. David C. Richardson, commander of Task
Force 77, rold reporters the
planes hit within Haiphong,
BONN, Germany JAP) "which we had not done be- We s t Germany
prepared
fore."
Thursday the biggest and most
Pilots said some of the impressive state funeral in a
bombs fell outside the target generation for Konrad Adearea, but none landed more nauer, its first chancellor and
than 50 feet away and the a founding spirit of the North
closest that any fell to houses Atlantic Treaty Organization.
was 150 to 300 feet.
The body of Adenauer, who
The other plant, which supplied power for the port and
adjacent communities, was on dort, where members of his
the south bank of the Cau family mourned privately. FuCam River. The spokesman neral services will be Tuesdescribed it as 2.1 miles day.
Chancellor Kurt Georg Kienortheast of Haiphong's commercial center and outside the singer went [Q pay his recity limits.
spects officials
early inandthetheday
but
Pilots returning after dark other
public
from reconnaissance mis- were kept away.
Official Bonn made ready
sions reponed "there are no
lights tonights in Haiphong or for four days of ceremonies
Hon Gai:' a sister city 27 that will precede Adenauer's
burial in a family
plot at
mi1~s to the northeas~.
Rhoendorf, the village on the
Mexieo Poliee Asking Rhine where Adenauer lived
since before World War II.
For Criminal Files
It will be the largest funeral
MEXICO CITY (AP)-Mexican police are asking foreign
police departments through
the embassies for files on
major criminals in each country to prepare for an expected invasion of crooks who
may prey on 1968 Olympics
games visi£ors here.
A police official said he
expects Mexican crooks to
have
an
"Olympic
conscience" and desist from operations for the duration.
IllinOIS at Jackson

u.s. Jets Hit
Power Plant

SEA TO Secretary-General ing made in Thailand and [he
ing which ended at midday
moved into a second con- Jesus Vargas told a news con- Philippines. If these threats
are not properly contained, he
ference of the seven nations
contributing troops to the de- ference that increased at- said, armed struggles may
tempts at subverSion are be- flare again in both countries.
fense of Vietnam.
Britain and Pakistan were
OUt of the lineup for the troop
contributors, but South Korea
and South Vietnam were full
participants. The others included Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines and
Thailand.
The SEA TO communique
wound up a three-day meeting marked by some blunt talk
aimed at France, Pakistan
and, to a lesser extent,
457-6660
607 S. Illinois
Britain for not doing more

'~rene "

Only the best
in flowers

in The
Vietnam.
communique included:
• • . The threat in the southeast Asia Treaty area can':'
not be considered an isolation
from global problems of peace
and security. The outcome of
the struggle now goin::; on
against aggression, both overt
and by subversion, would have
profound effects not only in
Asia but throughout the world.
"It was therefore of the
utV'ost importance that these
aggressions should not succeed."
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CALL 457 -8045

since President Paul von Hindenburg was buried in 8erlin in 1934.
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Colors:

France and Prime Minister
Harold Wilson of Britain will
head the list of political leaders who plan to come to pay
their respects.
It will
be first such
gathering of world leaders
since the funeral of Presiderot
John F. Kennedy in November
of 1963. Johnson and De Gaulle
met for the last time on that
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Wallace Starting Drive
For 1968 Presidency
MONTGUMERY, Ala. (AP)
- Former Gov. George C.
Wallace breaks out of the
starting blocks this weekend
in an apparent trial run for
another presidential campaign.
A network television appearance and a four-day
speaking tour through New E 1'1gland and the Midwest will give
him once again a form for his
philosophy of segregation,
states rigtlts and "constitutional government."
Fresh on his mind, and on
the minds of his listeners,
will be a threatened neW federal-srate confrontaCion over
court-ordered integration of
aU Alabama schools.
His wife, Lurleen, the preL'.:PeoUey, Christian Science Monitor

'SHIPS AREN'T MADE THE WAY THEY USED TO BE'

Coppolino Defense Launches
Attack on Murder Charge
NAPLES, Fla. (AP)-The
defense, calling one of its
expert medical witnesses,
launched an early attack
Thursday on the state's claim
that Dr. carl Coppolino killed
his wife, Carmela, with a
needle-injected drug.
Dr. John Smith, research
chemist at New York City's
Montefiore Hospital, testified
that radioactive succil1ylcholine injected into the muscles
of a rat killed the animal
quickly but only a tiny trace
of it reached the brain.
The state's first-degree
murder charge is based on the
testimony of Dr. Charles J.
Umberger, chief New York
City toxicologist, that he found
large amounts of the paralyzing drug in the brain of the
32-year-old Carmela.
Smith, whose entire line of
testimony was challenged by
assigtant prosecutor Frank
Strode, was on the stand when
Coppolino claimed illness.
The lunch recess was called
15 minutes early for that
reason.

Surveyor Sends Back
390 Photos of Moon
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)Surveyor 3 took two featherlight, slow motion bouncesone to a height of 35 feetin landing on the moon Wednesday night. And its final
resting place was on a slope
inside a 20-foOl deep crater.
!lut c!espire its hop-skipjump touchdown, the spacec raft has sem back :NO photos
()r terrain where astronauts
rna:, lJnd, and it was expected to tesr its tiny soil<:arTJpling shovel lare Thursday night or Friday. Many
lJf
the pictures were indistinct due to sun glare.

Coppolino begal d:rawing
lOOper cent disability income
after reporting a heart attack
in 1962. His attorney said
Thursday's illness was minor
and had nothing to do with his
heart.
State attorney Frank Schaub
has said the prosecution will
present evidence that Coppolino faked his heart attack
in order to live a soft life
of retirement on $22,000-a-year insurance.
Smith, permitted for personal convenience to testify
before the state's case was
finished, said he injected a
lethal dose of succinylcholine into the rat and it died
in four to six minutes.
Then four organs and the
muslces were examined for
the radioactive material.
Of the total amount injected,
he said, 0.3 per cent was found
in the brain, 3.6 per cent in
the liver, 0.9 per cent in the
kidneys. 13 per cent in the
mlJscles and 76 per cent
around the injection site. The
remainder was in other organs.
His experiment, S mit h
claimed, "demonstrated the
existence of a blood-brain
barrier which limits the
amount of compound entering
rhe brain."
Strode objected to any of
Smith's testimony unless he
could say that the drug distribution would be rhe same
in the body of a human as
that of a rat.

sent
the
state governor,
legislaturehasto asked
trap-sfer
into her hands administrative
control over the school~ as
one step in a defiant plan to
resist the court mandates.
Wallace, as his wife's chief
adviser, has become involved
also in a dispute over
academic freedom on the college campuses in Alabama.
It began with legislative
criticism of a student publicarion at the University of
Alabama and Wallace's endorsement of the critical remarks, and led ul[imately to
a threat from Frank A. Rose,
university president, to resign
rather than submit to political
pressure.
Two of the former governor's speaking appearances
in the coming week will be
on college campuses, and his
audiences may hear this version of the "free speech"
controversy.
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"These Kids and
their drinking at
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MOVING
TRY
KEENE
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Carbondale
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Budget Plan Moving
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United Van Lines
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RIVERVIEW
GARDENS
IIITE GOLF!
A beautiful 9 hole, 3 par
lighted golf course
(From 60-180 yards)

BATTING CAGES
with FU LL Y AUTOMATIC pitching mochines

·DRIVING RANGE

·PADDLE BOATS

·PUTT-AROUND GOLF
RIVERVtEW GARDENS

-BOAT RAMP

East Murph~'sboro
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FRANKLIIV
INSURANCE
AGENCY
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Wallace's first step in the
.
.
week-long tour is in Washing·
.
SH Us For "full CoverageII'
ton as guest on NBC's "Meet
the Press" show Sunday.
Auto & Motor Scooter
governor
The former
speaks at Syracuse University
INSURANCE
next Wednesday night; at
Pittsburgh, Pa., the following night; Cleveland, Ohio,
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Friday night and at a Parents'
Day meeting at Rose Polytechnic Institute in Terre Haute, FINANCIAL RESPONSI3ILlTY
Ind., on Saturday.
POLICIES
More out of state speaking
trips will foHow as the 1968
presidential campaign draws
near, said his former press
secretary, BIll Jones, who
is running a recently opened
"Wallace campaign" office in
703 S. Illinois AYe.
Montgomery.
Phone 457 -4461
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Driver Charged
FoliowingMishap
Involving Cycle
The dr'ver of a car who
reponedly narrowly missed
a motorcvclist W~dne~da"
night was -chargea ""i~h im:'
moderate driving and ri!leased
on a 525 cash hond W.:dnesday in Carbondalt:.
According to
the SIL"
Security Police report, John
A. Myers, a soldier" ;:ioned
at Fort Campbdl, Ky. , was
picked up for questioning
following a report issued to
the poJi::e bv an SILT student.
Carl Courtnier. ';045. Rawlings St., told r ike that a
car nu!"!"owly missed nim at
Grand Avenue and ~larion
Street. Police picked up ~lyers
and two passengers in his car
bter in the evening
A('cording to Courtnier, the
car made an attempt to run
him down before veering to
one side and striking several
trees.

GEORGE, THE TALKING MYNA BIRD

Bird's a Wolf Whistler

Feathered Celebrity Entertains
Workers, Guest at Greenhouse
By Nathan and Norris Jones
George, stage name Pepi,
is the neW celebrity myna
bird performing at the Physical Plant greenhouse.
With his singing and short
sayings, the bird has become
friends with the workers and
a number of visitors.
Although he is a timid bird,
George has a repertoire of
some nine phrases, Steve Horwitz, owner of the bird, said.
If he knows his audience
George will greet them with
"Hello, how are you," Horwitz:
added. However, this friendliness is often edged with wisecracks.

Tllrologica1Shulelll
To Speak Sunday
Wyman A. Rousseau Jr.,
graduate student at Meadville Theological School of
Lombard College, will speak
at 10:30 a.m. Sunday at the
Carbondale Unitarian Fellowship.
The program will be the
fourth in a series on the
subject, "Concerns of University Students." The public
is invited to attend.

Concert Held A pril16
The date of the conc~rt
of the Southern Illinois Symphony was incorrect in the
cutlines accompanying the ore he s t r a '~ phorograph in
Wednesday's Daily Egvptian.

"Naughty, naughty, naughty
on you," is one reply George
has for those who touch his
cage.
"Shut the door," is shouted
out to othe rs. George has given
the wolf whistle to passing
coeds, leaving male members
of his audience to catch dirty
looks.
The bird also gains attention
by creating confUSion, William
Marberry, assistant professor of botany, said. "George,
who has a deep inflection in
his throat, can imitate my
voice in calling 'John Robert:
a worker at the greenhouse,"
Marberry added. "And that's
just what he does."
In the morning George's
friends from the library and
microbiology b r i n g him
grapes and bananas, and
throughout the remainder of
the day he sings and utters his
short sayings.
In the lush fragrances of the
greenhouse, 'liong with the
myna bird's natural habitat of
high temperature and humidity. Georgy is happy and brings
delight and company to the
hundreds of students who visit
him, Marberry said. The bird
heips to eliminate the lonely
feeling of the greenhouse.
For a youngster of only nine
months, Geor!(e is not doing
badly. Ilis shyness will have
to be overcome before he can
take over the role of his

The concert was presented
April 10.
Den"' walt f1)r a Special Occasion

BARRiCiNi
CHOCOLATES
_ create tIIeir own excite merit'

LOGAN HOUSE
THE

~

811"
rLIIIIS
HandPack.d
Murdal.

The Visiting International
Students Association will meet
at 8 p.m. today in the seminl'lr room of the Agriculture
Building.

The 29th of a series

7tt/'J

~i,.1

ql tlte Wtth

DROP-IN AND SEE US!
" ·World s fostest
Machines'·

~ ..... '., Frigidaire Wnsners
(

,

", and Dry_Cleaners

SUDSY
DUDSY
Laundromat

606 S" Illinois

CELLAR

CRESCENDOS
FRIDAY

now have
passover candy

predecessor, Frank, however.
Frank, who had a larger following of friends, was more
outspoken and a better showman. He lost his life to a cat
during fall quarter.
George, who belongs to the
starling family of birds, is
black with a golden wattle
around his neck. The wattle
is like the comb of a chicken
and is still small, showing
George's youth. The sex is
unknown but his Owner hopes
that his name is appropriate.
The myna bird comes from
the northern hill country of
India.
Mynas are eanier to train
than a parakeet, Marberry
said. All sorts of tricks, such
as marching and acrobatics
and his ability talk, make him
a wonderful pet, Marberry
added.
Geprge performs from 8 to
5 Monday through Friday and
visitors are welcome.

Students Will Meet

SATURDAY

9 to I
8 to I
COME SEE THE TWO

GO-GOG_LS

DOOR PRIZE.•
F R~E
t.:
TOW

Dinner for two in
the Pump Room

HYSBORO

Miss Diana Beltrame, an eighteen year old freshman
fram Westchester, Illinois is Ted's twenty-ninth girl of
the week_ Diana is sitting pretty in her yellow and white
cotton checked swim!>uit" It's a lively s~rin9 quarter lor
parties at the beach so why limit yourself to only Qne
beachweor outfit? Buy two at Ted's and save_ Come
in soon and liven up your spring wardrobe with sportswear and swimweDr from Ted's.

"The Place to go
for brands you know!"

206 S. Illinois
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No Bread for 8 Days

Passover Holiday Celebrates

Berniece Seifenh, assistant
professor at University School
conducted afternoon workshops recently at the Sparta
High School for its social
studies teachers. She also
served as a consultant recently for the gifted program in
the junior high school aE McLeansboro.

Jewish Flight From Bondage
By Cynthia Kandelman
Monday evening at sundown
marks
the beginning of
passover, an eight - day
religious Jewish holiday.
This holiday commemorates the liberation of the Jews
from their bondage in Egypt
and their flight to freedom.
In their haste in leaving
Egypt, there was no time for
preparation of bread. Instead
the people baked unleavened
bread, or matzoh, to take with
them on their journey. Jews
in America today remember
this by refraining from eating
bread or any other leavened
food for eight days.
The holiday begins with a
seder, a special dinner at
which the oldest male recites
in Hebrew the story of the
escape. Special foods are
served which are symbols of
incidents that took place
during the slavery of the Jews.
For instance, a mixture of
chopped apples, nuts and wine
which is symbolic of the bricks
the people made. There is
also horseradish which is
eaten between two pieces of
matzoh as a remembrance of
the bitterness of the years
in slavery, and salt water
represents the many tears
that were shed.
Passover gets its name because the last of the 10 plagues
which God sent to Egypt in
order to persuade the pharoah
to release his slaves. resulted
in tile slaying of the first
born male in each Egyptian
family. The Jews put lamb's

Regular Dinner - SI.IO

Dr. Seiferlh al Sparta

blood on their doorposts so
that the Angel of Death would
"pass over" their homes.
The Jewish Student Association will have a Passover
Seder Monday at 6 p.m. at the
Jewish Student ASSOCiation,
803 S. Washington. Price is
$3.50 per person. A limited
number of diners can be accommodated. and reservations may be made by tele- The Trailblazer.
phoning 7-7279.

3 Pieces of Kentucky
Fried Chicken, Mashed
Potatoes and Gravy, 2
Biscuits - Honey.

Barrel 0' Chicken $4.99
21 Piece. Kentucky
ierves 8 to 10 People

SHOE
REPAIR
"all work
Morehead

g(l.~rolnte'ed""

SPECIAL

State ColJese

Foundation Started in Honor

~fH~~~'SH~~~!~~:e~afou:r=:~e ~~;;B!!1~;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~
E
I
• I
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Foundation in honor of Marjorie Lawrence, former Metropolitan and Paris Opera star
and now research professor
of music and Opera Workshop director at SIU, was
organized at the singer's
ranch neat Hot Springs.
R. Buckminster Fuller, designer of the U.S. exhibit
geodesic dome at Canada's
Expo 67 and research professor of design SCience, was
elected president of the
foundation.
Incorporated as a non-profit
agency under the laws of Arkansas, the new foundation will
raise
funds for
student
facilities at Miss Lawrence's
ranch where she conducts an
SIU summer opera workshop
now entering its 10th year. Objectives are (I) scholarhips
for promising students of
opera,(2) housing facilities for
more students, and (3) construction of a small amphi-

formances.
Several contributions for
the foundation have already
been received, according to
Thomas King, the singer's
husband, who was named executive director of the agency.
Mrs. Winthrop Rockefeller,
wife of Arkansas' governor,
has accepted membership on
the board but was unable to
attend the organization meeting. She was elected vice
president, subject to her
acceptance.
Included as members of the
board of trustees are Delyte
W. MorriS, Mrs. Lester T.
Burns, of Wichita Falls,
Texas, Mrs. Faye McCall
Wham of Centralia. wife of
John Page Wham, a former
SIU board of trustees chairman, Miss Lawrence, and
James W. Chesnutt, Cecil
Cupp, and Rev. Rev. Fred
R. Harrison, all of Hot
Springs.
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FRIDAY

21

APRIL
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8 PM

SATURDAY

22

Admission $1 APRIL
TICKETS AT
INFORMATION DESK

UNIVERSITY CENTEP

2 P..
M

&
8 PM

Sponsored by Latin American Institute

••

• •IlY __ Sllftlf
GlffP1f
RESIDFNCE HALLS

The Largest & Most Complete Living Center

* 100% Air Conditioned
* Tennis - Volleyball - Basketball
* Bookstore
* Year-Round Swimming Pool
* Laundromat
FREE

BUS SERVICE

*" Fully Carpeted
* Cafeteria
.. Rathskeller
* Commissary
* Recreation Center
.TO CLASS
.TO CRAB ORCHARD LAKE
• TO GIANT CIIT

Room & Board (INCLUDING UTILITIES) $275 (Summer Rate)
- OFF STREET PARKING AND CYCLE SHELTERS602 E. College

Phone 549-3396
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Wheelchair Basketball, ESP Exhibit on Activities
Today
Southern Illinois Grade School
Vocal
Music
Festival:
Davis. Furr Auditoriums.
and University School Gym
8 a.m.
Phi Delta Kappa Luncheon
Meeting:
Ohio &: Illinois
River Rooms. 11:45 a.m.
Pan American Conferences:
Agriculture Seminar Room,
8:30 a.m.;
Renaissance
Room. University Center.
Noon; Studio Theatre. 2 pm.
P an American Banquet: Renaissance Room. University
Center 7 p.m.
Psychology Colloquium: Library Auditorium
and
Lounge. 4 p.m.
Egyptian Soil Conservation
Society: Home Economics
Lounge, 7 p.m.
Women's Club Square Dancing: Muckleroy Auditorium.
Agriculture Building, 8 p.m.
Pan American Plays: "The
Rogues Trial:' Experimental Theatre.
Communications Building, 8 p.m.
Movie Hour: "The Best of
Enemies:' David Niven and
Alberto Sordi. Furr Auditorium. University School,
6, 8, and 10 P.m. AdmiSSion
60 cents or 40 cents with
activity card.
Probe: "The African Lion:'
Morris
Library Auditorium, 8 p.m. Walt Disney's true life adventure
of the King of Beasts.
Cinema ClassiCS: "EClipse."
Davis Auditorium, Wham
Education Building, 8 p.m.
One of the early works of
Michelangelo Antonion!.
Dance:" Album Night/'Roman
Room, University Center,
8:30 to 12 p.m. Bring your
favorite record albums.
Forestry Spring Camp: Little
Grassy Camp I.
WRA Free Recreation: Women's Gym, 8 p.m.
WRS Varsity Volleyball: Women's Gym, 4 p.m.
WRA Golf Club: Women's Gym
208. 3 p.m.
Intramural Softball: Practice
Fields, 4 p.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship:
Room C, University Center, 7 p.m.
International Student Center
VISA: Agriculture Seminar
Room, 8 p.m.
Moslem Students Association:
Room E, University Center,
2 p.m.
Alpha Zeta- Formal Initiation: Agriculture Seminar
Room, 5 p.m.
Senior-Alumni
Basketball
Practice: Arena, 3-4 p.m.
Varsity Gymnastics:
SIU
A.rena. North Concourse, 36 p.m.

Southern Illinois Women's Stu Farms Trip: Sponsored
in St. LouiS,"Roman Rool1',
gymnastics Club: SIU Arena
by the Young Adventurers,
University Center, 11:30 pm
Activities
Programming
Southwest Concourse. 4to I a.m.
Board; bus leaves Univer7:30 p.m.
Sunday
sity Center at 2 p.m. Must
Latin
American Institute:
be signed up by Noon Fri- Sunday Concert: The UniverLuncheon.
Renaissance
sity Wind Ensemble, Shryday.
Room, UnIversity Center,
ock Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Movie Hour: "The Yellow
12:15 p.m.; Dinner, 7 p.m.
Rolls
Royce," Rex Har- Inscape: "Demonstration in
Rotary International Annual
rison, Ingrid Bergman,
E.S.P.:' Trueblood Hall,
District Conference: RegisEast Moore Room, 8 p.m.
George C. Scott, Furr Auditration, Gallery Lounge,
Two Graduate Assistants in
torium, University School.
University Center, 3 p.m.
Psychology will present a
6:30 and 8 p.m., admission
Dinner, Ballrooms A, B, C,
demonstration in estrasen60 cents or 40 cents with
6:30 p.m.
sory perception.
activity card.
Savant:"Nine Hours to Rama: Southern Film Society: •• Al
Beniz," Pedro Lagar and
Saturday
Davis Auditorium, Wham
Sabina Olmas, Morris LiEducation Building, 7:30 p.
brary AuditOrium, 6:30 and
m., story of the hours preTesting Center: Graduate
8:30 p.m., admission 60
ceding the assasination of
Record Exam, Furr Audicents
or 40 cents with acIndia's
Ghandi.
The
Ecotorium. University School,
tivity card.
nomics Department will
S a.m.
International American Dance
lead
a
discussion
in
the
WRA Volleyball Sportsday:
Party: Band Dance andperfaculty lounge of the Wham
Women's Gym, 2 p.m.
formances by international
Education Building im mediIntramural Softball: Practice
students of their national
ately following the movie.
Fields, 4 p.m.
dances. Ballroom B. UniForestry Spring Camp:Little
Pan American Plays: "The
versity Center, 7:30-11p.m.
Grassy Camp I.
Rogues Trial," Experimen- Anna State Hospital Spring WRA Free Recreation: Wotal Theatre, Communimen's Gym, 2 p.m.
Camp: Little Grassy Camp
cations Building, 8 p.m.
Intramural Softball: Practice
II. 10 a.m.
Fields,
4 p.m.
Faculty Workshop: sm Arena School of Agriculture-Faculty
Workshop:
Agriculture Forestry Spring Camp:Little
8 a.m.
Grassy Camp I.
Arena, 9 a.m.-12;30 p.m.
State Contest for French Students: Davis Auditorium, Department of Music: Pres- Depattment of Music; Opera
Workshop Rehearsal, Shryser
Awards Auditions,
Wham Education Building,
ock Auditorium. 6 to 8:30
Shryock Auditorium, 8 a.m.
8 a.m.
p.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Latin American Discussion Activity for extended Univer- Southern IllinOis Women's
Group:
Morris Library
Gymn:-.stics Club: Southsity Center Hours: ActiviLounge, 3 p.m.
west Concourse,
Arena,
ties Programming Board is
Pan American Conferences:
2-4 p.m.
sponsoring 3 short moviesAgriculture Seminar Room,
"Secret Cargo," "Light:' Varsity Gymnastics: North
9 a.m.
Concourse. 2-4 p.m.
and "Tour of Grant's Farm
Latin American Organization:
Room H, University Center
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Rotary International Annual
District Conference: Registration, Gallery Lounge,
University Center, 8:30 a.m
Luncheon Meeting,
BallYour eyewear will be 3
rooms A, B, C, 12:30 p.m.
waYII eol'lftl al Conrad:
dinner, Ballrooms A, B, C,
6 p.m.
1. Corred PreaaipIiDn
Math Field Day: Tests, Arena
Corrwd Filling
9 a.m. to 12 Noon:1uncheon, .
3. Corn!d AppetUfDI£!e
West Bank, 12 Noon; meetings- i: lryock Auditorium
ONE DAY service available
Library Lounge, Old Main.
for m081 eyewear from •
50
Basketball Game: Saluki Seniors &: Alumni vs.
The
I OUR REG. $69.50
•
• THOROUGH EYE •
Wheelchair AthletiC Club,
SIU Arena, 8 p.m.
I EX.tfMlNA1JON I
• CONTACT LENSES.
Dance: Band Dance featuring
I
now
I
"The Shades of Evil," Roman Room, University Center, 8:30 - 12 p.m.
Shop With
411 S. Illinois-Dr. J.C. Het~el Optometrist 457·4919
DAILY EtWPTIAN
16th ond Manra., Herrin-Dr. Confod, Optometrist 942~5500
Advertise ...

Uw.tt

EARN
$3600.00
THIS SUMMER
OR MORE
Students
lik.. yourself maele
$1400.09 to 56000.00 lost Summer
selling vocotion pIDperty in North.
""' Ineli ..... It wos their 1st ye ....
(Their n_s on request.)
This is not a eloo. to ciao. job.
Customers COME TO YOU. W...
IrJlln you. $100.00 per week eI;awi'!9 ac:.:ount after "Pp.... tic"~!p.
'-ibara' c:ommission. Only _,,"ior
undergrocluote ... eI g.aduat.. stu·
dents nettd apply. Writ",
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SIU to Host High School Mathematics Field Day
Sixty-nine high schools and
915 students will attend the
annual high school mathematics field day Saturday at SIU.
The field day is cosponsored
by the Department of Mathematics and Pi Mu Epsilon,
honorary math fraternity.
The activlties for the day
include a morning session in
whlch the stucIents will take
a one-hour objective test that
will be computer graded. During the afternoon the students
will return to the Arena and
take another subjective examination.
Certificates of excellence
will be given to the top three
students in each class, freshman through senior, as well
as to the top three schools
in the competition.
A tuition scholarshlpwill be
offered by the Department of
Mathematics to the top student
determined by scores on the
exam.
The schools to be represented include:
Alton Senior High School;
Assumption High School, East
St. Louis. Belleville Town-

ship High School; Benton Consolidated High School: Breese
Community Hi g h School:
Cahokia High School; Carmi
High School: Carterville High
School: Centralia Township
High School: Century High
School, Ullin.
Christopher
Community
High School: Cis n e High
School: Clay City High School;
Columbia Community High
School: Carbondale Central
High School: Nashvi.lle Community High School: Coolidge
Jr. H:gh School, Granite City;
Crossville Community High
School; Dahlgren High School;
Dongola High School.
Dupo Community H i g h
School. East St. Louis High
Scheol; Edwards County Senior High School, Albion; Edwardsville Senior High School;
F airfield Community High
School; Freeburg Community
High School: Gibault High
School. Waterloo; Granite City
High School: Grayville High
School; Harrisburg Hi g h
School.
Herrin High School: Highland High School: Johnston

Student Services Workshop
Set for Junior College Staff
SIU will conduct two workshops this summer for junior
college staff, especially for
those who workinstudentserVices.
Higher Education 516 is a
two week workshop July 3-14,

Group to Survey
Living Standards
Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity, and
the Zeta Omicron Chapter of
Cape Girardeau, Mo., will
conduct a survey during the
rt:mainder of this week.
The survey will be a comparison of the standards of
hving at Southeast Missouri
.3tate College, a small colleg;e,
and SlU, a I::Jrg~ university.
A questionnaire will be distributed to a select group of
students.
The survey will attempt to
investigate the hypothesis that
SIU students come from higher
income families, spend mure
money (excluding tuition and
housing expenses) and work
f':!wer hours while attending
school than the students at
Southeast Missouri State.

City High School; Lincoln High Community High School; West Wilber Trimpe Jr. High
School, East St. Louis; Mar- Junior High School. Alton, and School, Bethalto.
ion High School; Mascoutah
Community High School: Marquette High School, Alton;
.Modern equipment
Mater Dei High School,
.Pleasant atmospher
Breese; Metropolis Hi g h
School; Mount Vernon Town• Dates play free
ship High School.
Noble Community Hi g h
School: Oblong High School:
O'Fallon
Township High
School: Patoka High School;
Pinckneyville
Community
High 'jchool: Red Bud Community Unit High School: RidgCcmpus Shopping c..ter
way High School; Roseclare
Community High School; Roxana High School; St. paul High
School. Highland: St. Henry
Prep. Belleville.
St. Teresa Academy. East
St. Louis; Shawneetown Community High School; Sparta
Community High
School;
Southwestern High School, Piasa: Trico High School, Campbell; University School, Carbondale; Vienna Higb School.
Waterloo High Schod; Wayn.:
City High School: Weber
Township High School, Bluford.
Wesclen Jr. High School,
New Baden; Webster Junior
High School, Collinsville:
We~clin Sr.
High School.
515 ~ South Illinois
Trentor; We s t
Frankfort

BILLIARDS

trmr
~

which offers four quarter
hours of graduate credit. The
course "The College Student
and College Culture," and
will be taught by Donald W.
Robinson, coordinator of college student personnel prcgrams and services at SIU.
Higher Education 563, "The
Community Junior College,"
offers four quarter hours of
graduate credit. This course
is also offered as a two week
workshop from July 17 [0 28.
Classes and seminars will
be held in Wham Educational
Building in the afternoons.
Mornin~s will be left frel:: for
study and research and for
individual conferences with
workshop staff.

EPPS
tCJ: --'at '.

.:~_- &-~:!.01
Highway 13 East
457-2184
,985-4812

AUCTION

FRIDAY NIGHT
AT

HUNTER BOY
DON'T MISSTHIS ONE

LAST FRIDAY NIGHT
SALE OF THE SEASON

UTheFriendly Dormitory"
Accepted livi"g center for the women of Southern Illinois University

NOW ACCEPTING
CONTRACTS FOR SUMMER
$145 Summer Quarter Only

We're Air Conditioned

Doors open 6:30
Sale Starts 7:30

FREE DOOR PRIZES
Hunler Audion Service
OLD MOOSE ILDG.-N.ILL. AVE.
CARIONDAU
ACROSS FRO-- (;.I.P.S.
LOADS OF MERCH ANDISE
TO HIGHEST 8:0DER

and
Close toTown

Mrs. Geraldine Pitchford

549-3809
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SIU Track Team Faces Tough Kansas and Drake Relays
SIU's track team will continue to rub elbows with the
best runner s and field event
men in the country the next
two weeks when the Salukis
participate in the Kansas and
Drake Relays.
Coach Lew Hartzog's squad
is in Lawrence today for the
opening of the 42nd Kansas
Relays. Two Salukis will be
defending titles they won last
year at Lawrence.
Distance
runner Oscar

Moore set a Relays record
in the 5,000 meter run last
year. Moore ran the event
in 14.25.2. Among Moore's
challengers this year will be
Oklahoma
State's Chris
McC ubbins,
who defeated
Moore in the three mile event
of the Texas Relays, held
March 31.
John Vernon will have to
come up with his best performance of 1967 to better
his 50'9 1/2" triple jump re-

cord in the 1966 Kansas Relays. Vernon pulled a leg muscle late last season and his
best jump since then was a
48'7" leap, which was good
enough to win the Kentucky
Relays tri,le jump.
Mitch Livingston and Chuck
Benson will probably need
personal highs in their event,
the high jump, to score among
the leaders. Livingston madE;
his initial appearance of the
season last weekend with a

record 6'8 1/2" jump. He had the best and he'll get his
been nursing a bad leg for chance today.
several weeks.
Benson is still hobbled by a
knee, which has kept him out
of action in both the high
jump and the 440 and 880
relay teams. H!.:; top performance thiS season in the
high jump was 6'7 1/2" •
Hartzog also plans to enter
Bill Burt in the hurdles and
Largest Grover Webb in the discus.
Both gave encouraging performances in their events in
Saturdays triangular meet
in Southern
With Oklahoma and Kansas
State.
Illinois
The distance medley relay
team of Moore, Al Ackman,
Ross McKenzie and Robin
Coventry will be among the
top
distant
squads
at Stereo's & Color
Lawrence.
These
top Saluki performers will run up against
competition of the Jim Ryun,
Charlie Greene, Randy Matson
caliber at Lawrence and Des
Moines. Hartzog has always

l.~

selection~
-LP's

-45's

TV's

--.:;; I

believed in

Williamsi i i

competinlg~agial!lillln~stlijiii21i2is·ili"iinioiiis

OPTOM ETR'ST
Examinations

Kendrick

OFFICE HOURS. 9:00 to 5:30 Doily

TENNIS TROPHY--The Saluki tennis team
wen! to Oklahoma City, Okla. last weekend and
came home with the Oklahoma City Invitational
Trophy. Ciustered around the trophy, from the

THE "KEE" TO GOOD VISION
CONTACTS: $59.50
GLASSES FROM $12.70
549-2822

left, are .lose Villarette, Mike Sprenglemeyer,
Al Pena, Coach Dick LeFevre, Jay Maggiore
and Johnny Yan!!.

Cyclists Invited to Compete in Observed Trials Meet
Cyclesport. Inc.. will hold for the year Sunday in the form
its second scheduled event of an observed trials meet
under the sanction of the
American Motorcycle AssociUniversity Pool, Gym
ation.
The meet will start at 1
Open During Weekend
p.m. with registration to begin
The University Pool will at 12:00 at the Horseman's
be open for recreation activ- Point area southwest of the
ities this weekend. The pool Carbondale city reservoir.
will be open today from 7-10:30 There will be a $1 donation
p.m.; Satu!'tiay from 1-5 p.m.; asked of spectators to help
and Sunday from 1-5 p.m. defray costs of the eVp.nt and
The l' niversity School gym competitors will be charged
will also be open for recreat- an addi.tional 50 cent entry
ion from 1-5 p.m. Saturday fee.
Trophies will be awarded
and Sunday.
Studen.s participating must in each of the various classes
present their activity fee card. to low point riders for skill

in the ope-ration of cycles
through 10 traps laid out over
rough and irregular trails.
The club expects riders
from allover district 15.

STEAKS
CHICKEN
SEA FOOD
ITALIAN
AMERICAN CUISINE
"OUR SPECIALITIES"

"OVER 40 YEARS IN FOOD BUSINESS"

Or J,!'ain.
\ViE· '11 .J.dvt" you that guarantl"E;'

when you buy an Accutron- timi>pie('e. It'll be :tl"('urate to within i:l
minute a month." An a\'erage of
two :'ot:'l"ond:-: a dav. Other watc.;he:.ot
h~!\'1-' tht'ir ()wn n'ntilln~ atwut how

~~:~ ~h~::~e~:Jtu!~ ~~'~~~·O~II:~l;~if~t.~
5.; minute,. Or make it last lonKer
than the lI:,ual :!-t hour~ . .:\c.Tutron
d(lc:-:n't bl·Iit·\'t· in makin,l! timt'.

Or losing it .
•Jlist ke;:ping- it.

-BAKED LASAGNA
-VEAL PARMIGIANO
-CHICKEN CACCIATORE
-ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

'rh ... \,·,·Ulr-·n
Tun.n;: ( •• ~ ~~·J,I. <".~

A("(TTRO~

th ... ~I" 11':'" ;!nd tnlnc~
1 h,,: "~:l"'" :t ".'1. ;~:"h

, h ;.:".. :';
n:·'··.·"

Phone

LUNCHEON - DINNER

451-8131

Unparalleled Food Served In An Atmosphere
Of Contemporary Italian Elegance.

942 W. MAIN

You don't
have more than
a minute
to lose_

CARBONDALE

,r-:~

: 9Ji~t£ i
t,~~

l'

ME~'

102 S. Illinois
Carbondale
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Volley bail Teams
Meet Principia
On April 29

Odd Bodkins
AIUORL-D wrr~

Po~\1'I'S ,r:URD,

A~D R~J..I~IO~

Three sru women's volleyball teams will meet Principia
College's teams at Elsah April
29.
JoAnne Thrope, assistil.nt
professor of physical education for women, is sponsor of
the teams.
Each of the thre!:: teams will
play two games.

W,\..1,. NOT se AS

1>lf'F\CU~11a
vl\l~ /tJ ..

2 Arena Court. Open
During Tenni. Game.

Batgirls, Baseball Action Go It Alone Without Band, Birds
Batgirls are again part of
the sru baseball team, but
last season's skydivers and
rock and roll band didn't survive the cut.
Last spring,
skydivers
started several games by

jumping down with a baseball
from a plane ::!,OOO feet over
the pitcher's mound. Often too,
a b.md would keep a driving
beat going between innings.
Many fans were delighted by
these side attractions as well

NBA Will Battle A BA Raid
SAN FRANCISCO (A)-National Basketball Association
clubs will fight in the courts
to resist efforts of the new
professional league to raid
their rosters.
President Walter Kennedy
of the NBA said Thursday,
"Each of the owners has advised me that they intend to
pursue the matter of players
breaching contracts through
the proper legal channels."

Commenting on efforts by
the New York club of the
American Basketball
AsSOCiation to acquire Baltimore's Leroy Ellis and the
Dallas move to get Jim
Barnes of Los Angeles, Kennedy said:
"Baltimore already bas
started legal proceedings
against Ellis, the New York
club and the ABA for breach
of contract."

Film Processing
24 Hour Service
KodaColor & Bla{"k&White

~enl\\iS\ 10 213 W. Main
1."

7-5715

Arena courts two and three
will be open for recreation
while the Intramural volleyball tournament is being held.
The courts will be open
from 7-10 p.m.
Tuesday
April 25; and Thursday April
27.
..... ; . . - - - - - - - - - ,

as with the batgids spicing up
The batgirls ware organized
the baseball action.
last season by coach Lutz
But this spring the sky- "to add a little color to the
divers and band have given game." The girls are the
way to more and better base- most attractive workers on
ball action. Coach Joe Lutz the diamond, escorting umsaid, "There will be enough pires, and chasing bats and
with just the baseball games." foul balls while clad in white
The stepped-up baseball mini-shorts
and
maroon GREECE
schedule has the busy Sa"''cis sleeveless tops.
slated for 52 games. Thus far
The five batgirls are the
sru is 22-3-1.
survivors of an original group
Lending appealing form and of 60 girls that tried out for
movement to all home games the bat-team. Coach Lutz and
this season are five batgirls. a committee from the athletic
Two are returning "letter- department critically screenwomen." and three are new- ed the candidates to get
comers. Back are sophomores the final five. Personality.
Cindy Lapicola, Brookfield; enthusiasm, at'ld appearance
and Linda Svoboda, La Grange were the main criteria.
Park. Rookies include sophoThe Salukis aren't expected
mores Christy Gee, Sreen- to lose very often this seaville, and Cynthia Kandelman, son, but if they do, the batgirls
Chicago, and senior Sue King, will still make the afternoon a
Mt.verno~n~.______________p~l~e!a:sa:n:t~e:x~p:e~ri:e:n:ce;.~------~::==::==::::::iiiiiiii

EURO PE

~ti

~
H~~
open seven days a week .' '.:"'" . > --' ..
'~;

_ _ _

twenty-four hours a day

'~.

".
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FOR SALE
16' Grady White Boat, 60 hp. Mere

[railer, skis and aU accessories.
Ex. condo Priced to sdl. 9-5798.
3009
1900 Chevrole~ CORvt .. V-Sf auto, good
tires, power steering, new battery.
radio and rear wmdow .. Ph .. 457_
623U.
3017

Triumph. 650, excellent cond.
Best offer.. Graduating. Phone 90061.
3020

'h)

'n3 ford C'.>nvettiblc. 289, rebuilt engine, cruise-o-matlc. PS&'PB, vinyl
Inr. Good condition. Ph. aft. 12 p.m.
9.378~.
3024

Binoculars. 10 power, a!rrost new.
Leather c3SI:.'. O. Brookman. 4;77~IU.
3025
:!UO lb. weIght set. Vinyl-coated plates.
Ikst orkr 45~-8364.
302~
Save <:.n rhis 1 owner '65 Chevy 1m.
pal. 55. rully eqUipped. Worth $190\).

Mu.t sell. The first $1525 takes.
flurry or selling to dealer. Ph. 985J21\8.
3027
'00 Valiant. t\!r cond •• stick shift.

Good car and like new. 30·· elec.
Stov". Call 684-49U8 after 6.
3028
RC A Srereo con$ole. 40 watt amp.
AM-FM. Mahogony. Jack. 457-6071.
3029
Wanted: Malt" student to rake over off
campus
hOUSing
conrra,t
for
rem:linder of Spring Term. NIce
dpartm\!nt. cQokJng privileges. university approved. Must have carsricker aval1abj~. Weekdays phone 93231; weekends phone 7·8661. 3U30
55xlfJ [railer with rilt-ouE. Excellent
conlh:lon .. <,; ... 11 7-1077.
3031
IlllL:.";,-'Ir:1I1l'r :;.!'\ll,. :)"!1,J,Ijl lot. Must
.~ Ii. C.JlI ~~~-:- _;-iJ'7.
JI)4--I

A or condo 1960 Dodge Polara (The
big one). Hcat. radiO., 2 speakers.
W_waHe, snow tires. Sharp interior.
Lots eXtras. Great shape. Niles 93581.
3035
Siberian Hu~ky Pup. Shols, A.C.K.
Mus! see, full mask, perfect pet.
9-4343.
3036
Craig car stereo With 5 tapes. 3
mos. old. $75. Call 7-5768 afler5:oo.
3038
1965 Pontiac Ca,. tIT. Capri. Gold,
398, 3 sp<!. C LM., full syncro. Mua,
sell $1400. Call 5\9-5969 for detail.
3040
1959 Mercedes-Benz 190. $600 Call
Johnson City 983-6845.
3041
'M Ford Star liner 352. Auto., new
paint. good tires. good condition.
Call 549-2356 or 457-7116.
3042
250 Honda Scramblcr. Very good
condition. Call 9-4189 after 4. 3043
Solid body dec. Guitar. 2 pick uP.
Sunburst Fin., Good condo $45.00.
One small silvertone amp •• BIn. spkr ..
$3U.00. 549-7065 Dick or Bob R m.
103.
2048
Tent-Trailer,
$150. Home dehumidifier. $45~ Heavy staircase for
ou,door or basemen, use. $25. 4576443.
3045
1%4 IOx50 mobile home wi,h lUx", tip
out. Available now or SU!Tlmer. Call
7-J501 afler 4:30 p.m.
3049

Yashica-C
camera
with
attachment. Call 9-38Z5.

flash
3050

1965 HD Sprlnl H. )0,000 mi. 5485
or best oller. Call 457-4731 afler
5:00.
3051

Mobile Home, 19f\--I New Moon Wx50.
Cenrral air cond.,. carpeting. t:Xc ...·lIent cond. !l5i C.Jdale Park. 549!9';3.
J052
BSA 500 Scrambler, cam 13:1. Very
dl..'J.n. Best offer. 4:30-5:30.9--1481.
30';3

'64 VW mcct.anically perfect clean
inside and out. Must sell. 9-6162.
3054

Carbondale
housetrailer,
IOx50.
Married couple. $95. month.Phone
457-7422.
BBI051

Corvette, in Murphysboro. 1966 convertible. 327, 4 speed. Call 6846167.
BAlO~2

Approved hObBing for women. Contracts I'IOW for summer rerm.. Efficiency Apt. Air conditioning, modern
kitchen. prlvale bath, With tub. Wood
paneling. C lose to campus and town.
$125 per quarter. Ptolomey Towers,
504 S. Rawlings. Ph. 7-6471 for contract,
BBI055

We sell and buy used furnllure. Phone
549-1782.
BAI048

3 bdrm. Ranch. I 1/2 balhs. carport, carpeting. disposal. Fine area.
Can be bought on contract. Low down
payments. No agenls please. 4577367.
BAIOS 7
Siamese kmel's; Call 684-2451 ilfter
5:30 p.m.
BAI063

C'dale apr .. for rent. 3 rooms furn.
or unfurn. Couple. 684-4219. BBI059
New Trailer: 6Ox12, I 1/2 bath, 2
bdr., air cond •• water furnlshe1.$125.
per tflO. Call 684-4381.
BBI062

Personal trainee, new degree. Will
work in all phases of personnel incl.,
tnterviewing, selection. safety. Ind.
Rei., etc. Located So. Ill. Salary
open. Downstate Employment 9-3306.
BCI049
Need full-time auennent for handicapped
freshman girl emering
Summer term. Phone 3591 in Cowden
ill.. or write Mrs. FranCis Evans,.
Cowden 1lI. (area code 2171. BC!05b

Can't find a job? Conract or StOP
by our office. Free registration.. No
obligation unless we place you. E "'ployers pay many fees. OowIlsrace
Emp. Agency 103 S. washington.Suite
210. 549-3361>.
BCIOM

WANTED

Golf clubs. Brand new, never used.
Still in plasllc cover. Sell for hal!.
Call 7-4334.
BI067

FOR RENT
Needed immediately one girl to share
unaupervised house with two others,
own bedroom. Call 549-3632. 3046
Whal's '" ith Wilson Hall? It's for
men and it's great. Check it Qut
for summer and fall terms. Located
c1e,*,. al the corner of Park & Wall.

Contacl Don Clucas. 457-2169. BBI019
IOx50 Mobile Home. Central alrcondo carpeted. Ph. 9-6192 or 7640.:.
3037
Not only Is W!lson Hall the newest
off campus dorm, bUI has 'he mosl
fresh water due to its unique IOCatlOn
acrOBS the road from rbe water plant
on Park & Wall. 457-2169.
5BI020
House trailers for rent. Tenratlvely
approved accepted living Centers.
Chuck's Rentals. 549-3374.
BBI029
Approved housing for men. Contracts
now for summer & faU [er-ms. Ef-

ficiency Apt: Air conditior.ed, wood
paneling. mod~rn kitchen. Close to
campus and town. 5125. per quarter.
Lmcoln ~Ianor 509 S. Ash. Pl",. iJ_
t30Y for contra~[.
~BH1~4

HELP WANTED

One girl wants to move tn With
others. Call 457-82H. Ask for Sharon.
3033

Teachers Wanted: $5,400 up. Entire
West. Southwest & Alaska. Free
registrarion. Southwest Teachers
Agency, 1303 Central Ave., N.E. Albuquerque, N.M.
3012

Secretary. Administrative 8r. Legal.
Wrll:en leSt, shorthand and typing
skill, and C!ly rcsidency required.
Age lS-50. $3720 10 slart.
Water Plant Trainee. Written lesl,
city residency. willingness to work
evening shifts required. $5040 per
year after six months.
Bo,h excellent posllions offering
liberal fringe beneflls, job security
and excellent. challenging, future.
Apply CI,y Manager's Office, 2nd.
Floor,
City
Hall, Carbondale.
BCI04S
Male student, evenings Sun.-Thurs.
13-15 hrs. Must have legal car. $1.50
per hr. to start 10 $1.80 aher I mo.
e all 7-4334 Wd. & Thurs. belween 25 p.m .. for appointment..
BC1052
Secretary,
Carbondale
reSIdent.
Shorthand & Typing sl<ills •.;se 2550. Responsible Administrauve &
i...egal Secret~ry. starr 3lU./mo. with
mcr., With increasetJ dU[I~s &. pll:.~r
forman..; ..:. [)QW:lsrare EmplC'ymt.'nr.~3301<.

BL'Ill<ll

Tape recorder, any tape considered.
Slereo or monaural. Cash. 9-6053.
3021

SERVICES OFfERED
Typing. any kind. Pica. electric. Fast.
Will pick up & deliv~r. Ph. 7-8604.
3023
Typing by experienc~d secretary. ~ew
electric wit~ pica I)'pe. Reasonable
rates. Call -457-5731.
303~

PERSONAL
Ctac autocross. Sun. Apr. 23. 12:30
p.m. McDermit BUick. East on 13.
For Iniol-Inacion call 9-17i5.
3047

LOST
f~male

Scoreie', 1 year old.
Baubble MacTavlsh. Generous r~ ..
"'>rd. Phone 457 -8S~Z after 5:00 p.m.
Black

3UJ~

Los( one- Uttle brown .1nd white do~.
answers tv :h"" nd.m~ of • 'Snopn".
Lo:=( in [1:... v.a.,tniry of L1mvt."r$iry
C i[1.. If f(lur:d ":r..,\nu;.:[ \.)-~()S .. or ~
-t~ir.

\',"':":t':-C'tU'::'

r~w.1rd..

3U5.~
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Gymnasts, Meade Look Forward to More Competition
'The United States Gymnastics Federation Meet is
history but the season still
isn't over for Coach Bill
Meade and two of his Saluki
gymnasts.
Meade took four members
of his 1967 NCAA championship team-three all-around
performers and one trampoline specialist-to the meet
last weekend in Tucson, Ariz.
The meet was specifically for
all-around men and trampolinists.
Rick Tucker finished third
in the all-around with Fred
Dennis nabbing fourth and P au!
Mayer seventh. Individual
firsts were won by Dennis in
the rings, Mayer in the side
horse and Dale Hardt in the
trampoline.

The Federation meet was
attended by the top teams in
the NCAA and the top individuals except Steve Cohen, the
NCAA all-around champion
from Penn State, who is recovering from a knee operation.
"The meet was held using
Olympic rules. I think our boys
benefitted from watching boys
like the Japanese gymnasts
who will compete on the
Japanese Olympic team. I was
well pleased with the kids,"
said Meade.
The season still isn't over
for Meade who has logged
more travel time in the last
two weeks than a commercial
airliner.
Today he took off for Northeastern LouiSiana State Uni-

versity at Monroe, La., for the
National Junior Chamber of
Commerce Invitational. Two
Salukis, Dennis and Tucker,
were invited by the Jaycees
to participate in the meet and
Meade will go with them.
Since 1968 is an Olympic
year, Meade has been the subject of much talk recently.
The talk centers around the
gymnastics coaching job in
the Olympics.
"Every coach would like
the honor of being an OlympiC
Coach," commented Meade.
"I have been nominated for
the coaching job but I won't
hold my breath. The AAU
controls the voting for coaching jobs and we aren't exactly
friends."
The voting board is made up
of 32 people. College and high

school coaches are on the days this week and I feel that
board but the AAU controls I am just beginning to get
the majority. Meade doesn't rested:' Meade concluded.
seem to mind the black balling
of the AAU, in fact, he is just
as satisfied being an observer.
"I'm satisfied having a boy
make the team and I am satisfied that if I do in 1968 the
school will send me to the
meet like they have in the past.
That way I can sit back and
enjoy the meet," said Meade.
~leanwhile, Meade :::; trying
to carryon a recruit.ng program that is an integral part
of any successful college - '67 Coronet Station Wagon,
sport. He said that he has Full Power. Fae. Air., Disc
received hundreds of letters Brakes, New Car Warranty.
and made several contacts but
nothing big has happened as -'66 Cadillac DeVille, 2 Dr.
yet.
Hardtop, Full Power, Fae:. Air.
Meade's main center of concentration in recruiting this -'65 Plymouth Sport FurY, 2
spring is all-around men. He Dr. Hardtop, Full Power, 426
has written and cOntacted four Engine, 4 Speed, 14,000 miles
all-around men to replace
Rick Tucker but hasn't n:- of Foe. Warranty Remaining.
ceived any favorable reports -'64 Doclge Dart 270, 4 Dr" 6
as yet.
Cyl, Stan dard Trans.
~Ieade's traveling has taken
him to Pennsylvania for two -'64 Valiant, 4 Dr., 6 Auto.
days after the Nationals, to matic
Wisconsin for three days to - '62 Chrysler 300 H, 2 Dr.
hold a gymnastics clinic, to Hardtap, Full Power. Fac. Air.
Tucson for the Federation
meet and now to Louisiana.
"I have been home for four

Dependable
USED CARS

Clay to Fight Draft Under A~y Circumstances
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Heavyweight champion Cassius Clay said Thursday he
would not corer the Army
"under any circumstances."
This could leave the status
of his title in doubt.
Bob Evans, president of the
World Boxing Association,
said it was too early to make
a statement concerning the
starus of [he heavyweight title
should Clay be imprisoned
for refusing to enter the Army.
Clay, scheduled for induction in Houston April 28, talked
at a news conference abc>ut his
draft Situation and recent
open housing demonstrations
in Louisville.
He was asked if it would
be correct to say that he
would not eorer the Army
under any circumstances and

he said: "Yes, that is right."
" . . . I am not going 10,000
miles from here to help murder and kill and burn another
poor people simply to help
continue the domination of
white slave-masters over the
darker
people the world
over," Clay said. "This is
the day and age when such evil
injustices must come to an
end."
Clay, a Black Muslim, was
asked if he would take a noncombatant role in the armed
services and he replied: "No,
sir." The 'Champ said earlier
he also would refuse to take
the oath of induction.
A draft board spokesman
said if this happens, Clay
would be required to sign a
paper stating that he had refused and the matter then
would be rurned over to the

Celtics Will Go for Proper Price
BOSTON (AP)-The Boston
Celtics, whose eight-year
reign as National Basketball
Association champions was
ended last week by Philadelphia, were pur up for sale
Thursday "at the proper price
to the proper people."
Marvin Kraner, the club's
board chairman, actually put
out a financial prospectus as
he told a news conference the
Celties "are not on the market as such but we will consider offers."
Kratter said there have been
offers from a group headed
by Celtics President Jack
Waldron and General Manager
Red Auerbach and other unidentified parties in Chicago,
New York and Texas.
"I would say that Jack and
Red have a very good chance
to buy the club," Kraner said.
Kratter is board chairman
of National Equities Inc.,
which purchased the Celtics
from the estate of Walter A.
Brown and Lou Pieri for $3
million two years ago. The
corporation deals mainly in
real estate and land development.

"Basketball just doesn't fit
in With our general corporate
business," Kraner said. "We
have not set any price tag
on the club. We're not asking
any specific sum. If anyone
comes in wirh a firm, substantial offer, we will consider
it. ~,

Kraner said he would not
"con3ider any offer involving
a move of the Celtics from
Boston-at any price."
The Los Angeles Lakers
were sold ~or $5,150,000 last
year, but Kratter noted that
Los Angeles has "a larger
fan market and better television arrangements" than
Boston.
A It hou gh dethroned by
Philadelphia in the Eastern
Division playoff finals after
winning the NBA title in nine
of 10 previous years, the Celtics enjoyed their best season
at the gate. They averaged
more than 10,400 fans a game
at home, an increase of about
1,500 over 1965-66.
Shop With
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U.S. district attorney's office
for action.
John L. Smith, assistant
U.S
district atrorney in
Louisville, said Clay could
receive a maximum of five
years in prison for failing
to take the oath.
Concerning the open housing dispute in Louisville,
Cla~"s hometown, the champ
said he joined "in condemning the evil, illegal systems
by which my people have been
confined to slums and ghettos
and doomed to live and die
in inferior houses."
With his scheduled induction only a week away, Clay
only has one recourse-an appeal filed \'Itth the U.S. Supreme Court. It already has
refused to consider his case
for exemption on the ground
that he is a Black Muslim
minister.
Clay made Similar appeals
to Kentucky courts and to his
Louisville draft board. All
were turned down.

We Halle
The Large.t Stod OJ
Schwinn Bilee.
Around

SMIIH
MOIOR
SALES
1206 W. MAIN

JIM'S

o

(Next to University Bank)

SPORTING
GOODS
at Murdale

In The Majors
By The Associated Press
National League
W. L.
Pet. G.B.
St. Louis
6
I
.859
Philadelphia
4
2
.667 I 1/2
Atlanta
5
3
.625 I 1/2
xClnclnnati
5
3
.625 I 1/2
Chicago
4
3
.571
Z
New York
3..
.429
Z
Houston
3
5
.375 3 1/2
xLos P.ngeles
2
..
.333 3 1/2
Pittsburgh
2
4
.3.,3 3 1/2
San FranciSCO 2
7
.222
5
(xLate Games Not Included)

LOGAN HOUSE

IN THE
PUMP
ROOM

FRIDAY SPECIAL

GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRIED

American League
New York
..
2
.667
x Cleveland
3
.600 1/2
Baltimore
4
.571 1/2
xChicago
4
.571
1/2
x Detroit
..
.571
1/2
x Kansas City
3
.500
1
xCalifornla
3
.429 1 1/2
x Washington
2
.333 1 1/2
Boston
2
.333
2
Minnesota
2
.333
2
(x Late Games Not Included)

SHRIMP
SERVED WITH BAKED POTATO, SALAD
BOWL, ROLLS, BUTTER & COFFEE

DOWNTOWN MURPHYSBORO
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Coupon Worth

"

$5.00

BOB'S DIVE SHOP
.

--

~/

7"~~'
•
•
•
•

PROFESSIONAL DIVING
EQUIPMENT IIB'A1R
TANKSllSTtD

•
•
•
•

All

u.s.

.,......,.'

This Coupon Worth

REGUlATOR REPAIR
EQUIPMENT SALES
WHOlESALE • RETAIL
RfNT AL & LESSONS

$5.00
On Any Sport Coat

DIVERS· DACOI • SPORTSWAYS

CLASSES EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Special Appointments on Weekdays
1724-21461

5 Miles North of Royalton

Zwie"'s

Offer Good Thurs., F"., So., Only

~
715 South University
i
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Men's Store

~

Cou~on

